ANNOUNCEMENT

Product Life Cycle Update
Manufacturing delays for GE C2000 Contactors

Manufacturing lines impacted by a shortage of components from a supplier.

Affected products
In accordance with the ABB global strategy this product is in the Life Cycle Management Process and product availability is not guaranteed.

We are not able to produce 3-pole contactors, regardless of the variant of auxiliary contact configuration, terminal type and coil voltage.
Catalog numbers impacted are \texttt{CL00\_3\_\_\_\_}, \texttt{CL01\_3\_\_\_\_} and \texttt{CL02\_3\_\_\_\_}.

All variants of RL auxiliary contactors are affected as well.
Catalog numbers impacted are \texttt{RL4R\_0\_\_\_\_}.

All products impacted by the manufacturing hold are in the Limited phase of their life cycle and will become Obsolete on July 1, 2021. Additional life cycle information can be found here:


Replacement products
ABB AF Contactors are the replacement line and are available for order. Additional information on the replacement can be found here:

https://electrification.us.abb.com/products/contactors-starters

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. Our commercial team will be supporting you to offer alternative products.

Yours sincerely,

\underline{Berea Janzen}
US Product Marketing Manager, Motor Starting & Safety
Electrification Business Area, Smart Power Division
ABB, Inc.